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We discern what 1s important news vs. what is noise. 

Yesterday set up perfectly: weak pre-market and then a rally shortly after the 

open. This is typically what you want to see after weakness, more weakness at 

the open and then buyers. Unfortunately, things turned around in the afternoon 

and everything closed down. It looks like there was some sort of algo buying in 

the first hour that pushed the S&P 500 up, and once that was over the markets 

slowly headed back down, with a push into the last 30 minutes. The bond 

market was closed, but that didn't stop bonds from being weak also. Earnings 

season is coming this weak and the massive year over year gains we saw earlier 

in the year are now behind us. 

Bitcoin was the only bright spot yesterday as it temporarily broke $58k. From a 

technical perspective it is hard to see it not hitting at least $6ok soon. Not 

everyone agrees though ... 

JPMorgan CEO Jamie Dimon says 'bitcoin is worthless' amid crypto 

bull run-MarketWatch 

• "I personally think that bitcoin is worthless," Jamie Dimon, chief 

executive officer of JPMorgan Chase JPM, -2.10%, said Monday, 

reiterating a past remark. 

• hJ:tps: / /www.marketwatch.com/storyjj!)-morgan-ceo-jamie-dimon-sayk 

bitcoin-is-worthless-amid-cmto-bull-run-1163398084o?mod=home

p�g!l 

Twitter had some fun with this, pointing out that he has been negative on 

Bitcoin since 2014. 

Bitcoin is not the only thing that is rising ... 

Oil Price Jumps Above $So and Natural Gas Races Higher, 

Turbocharged by Supply Shortages-WSJ 

• "Crude prices are outpacing copper and other commodities by the widest 

margin in more than a decade" 

• "The S&P 500 energy sector has been the broad index's best-performing 

group this year, advancing about 50%." 

• hJ:tps://www.wsj.com/articles/oil-!)rice-j!!!n!)S-above-80-and-natural

gas-races-higher-turbocharged-byyU!)pJy�ges-11633943832? 

mod=markets lead !)OSI 

Social Media 

Yesterday saw some big moves by a few social media favorites. A couple are also 

some of the most highly shorted companies. 

Two biotechs that are retail and short seller favorites had good days: 

PROG- was up 58.52% 

OCGN- was up 8.77% (we own OCGN) 

CEI and DATS continued to be volatile, CEI closed down 4.68% while DATS 

closed up 7.51%. DATS hit 13.55 before closing at 12.60. It appears that the 

£influencers are moving away from CEI into DATS. WISH, which is also a 

perennial favorite, still can't catch a bid, falling 1.8% on the day. 

A number of crypto companies were also popular on social media yesterday 

along with the rise in bitcoin. ANY was the biggest gainer, up 23.77% (we own 

ANY). 

GameStop (GME) also came to life a bit yesterday, up 3.14%, well off the highs 

of the day though. The "original" meme stocks, GME and AMC really haven't 

done anything since June. 

So far this morning, social media seems to be talking about the usual stocks. 

SPACs 

There are five deal votes this week: 

• Oct 12 I $ 10.90 I LOKB - Live Oak Acquisition Corl). II --> Navitas 

Semiconductor 

• Oct 13 I$ 9.68 I MRAC - Marquee Raine Acquisition Corl). --> EnjQ)' 

Technolog)', Inc. 

• Oct 14 I $ 10.77 I LEGO - LEGATO MERGER CORP. --> Algoma Steel 

• Oct 14 I$ 9.78 I VIH - VPC Im!)act Acquisition Holdings --> BAKKT 

Holding�, LLC 

• Oct 14 I $ 9.95 I HZAC - HORIZON ACQ CP --> Vivid Seats Inc. 
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